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Abstract
 The seventh semiannual Critical Assessment of Protein Struc-
ture Prediction (CASP7) is a means of analyzing the accuracy of the 
protein structure prediction methods conducted by a variety of differ-
ent teams.  The SAM-T06 team at the University of California, Santa 
Cruz submitted two sets of predictions: an automated set from their 
SAM-T06 server, and a series of models that had been modified and 
selected by hand.  The result of these submissions showed that the hand 
modifications were a slight improvement over the automated ones, but 
not significant enough to make a difference.  The main identifiable det-
riment to this was in the cost function used to evaluate the accuracy of 
the models.  This paper outlines the procedure by which the different 
models were generated.

1. Introduction
 The Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Prediction 
(CASP) is a community-wide experiment comparing the success of 
various protein structure prediction protocols.  These included auto-
matic server predictions, in which various algorithms search iteratively 
through databases and generate models accordingly, and “hand” pre-
dictions, in which a team of researchers analyze the output of the au-
tomatic server predictions and make modifications accordingly.  For 
the purposes of the experiment, the sequences of a hundred proteins, 
whose structures had recently been deciphered from crystallography, 
were released to the CASP teams several weeks before the structures 
were released.  From the sequences, all teams attempted to generate 
an appropriate representation of the three-dimensional structure.  This 
year was the seventh time that the semi-annual CASP experiment had 
been performed.
 The SAM-T06 team, headed by Professor Kevin Karplus at 
the University of California, Santa Cruz submitted two sets of predic-
tions: those automatically generated by their server, and those which 
had been hand-modified by the team.  The goal of this was to determine 
what improvements human intuition made on the server, and how these 
improvements could be automated by hand.  This paper summarizes the 
results of the procedure by which the automated models were modified 
by hand and the conclusions that can be drawn regarding the protocol 
used by the CASP7 team based on preliminary analysis of the results.

2. General Procedure
2.1 Automated Modeling
 Our submissions to CASP7 used the same protocol as did 
CASP6, but with an improved Hidden Markov Model (HMM), the 
SAM-T06, which had an improved ability to identify the top alignment 
[1, 2].  As with previous CASPs (namely 5 and 6), these HMMs would 
search through protein templates and fragments in an effort to recog-
nize similar folds and secondary structure, after which the Undertaker 
fragment-packing algorithm would then use to generate a PDB file, 
which defined the placement of individual atoms in relation to each 
other in an x, y, z coordinate plane [2, 3].  

 The Undertaker algorithm also made additional 
computations for its initial model based on the local second-
ary structure alphabets, which were derived from alignment 
with similar amino acid sequences [2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10].  These 
included the O_SEP and N_SEP, which dealt with the separa-
tion of two amino acids based on hydrogen bonds in the back-
bone, and the N_NOTOR and O_NOTOR logos, which de-
scribed the separation of amino acids in hydrogen bonds with 
respect to their secondary structure.   These supplemented the 
five alphabets used by Undertaker in the CASP6 protocol to 
predict backbone properties: DSSP, a simple calculation of 
probable secondary structure based on alignments; STRIDE, 
which calculated probabilistic secondary structure based on 
hydrogen bond energies and sidechain torsion angles; α-pseu-
dotorsion angles, which divided the torsion angles of four 
successive carbon alpha atoms into eleven classes; STR2, an 
extension of DSSP that divided beta strands into six classes 
and differentiated between normal helices, 310 helices, turns, 
coils, and loops; and BYS, based on Bystroff’s partition of 
the Ramachandran plot of the possible torsion angles between 
the planes of the backbone [2, 3, 4].  In addition, two burial 
properties were used, one that coordinated the beta carbon 
with the approximate center of a sphere of 14 Ǻ, and the near-
backbone alphabet, which counted how many residues were 
within a 9.65 Ǻ radius to determine the level of burial [3, 8].  
2.2 Hand Modifications
 After generating the initial model, the coordinates 
in the PDB file can be loaded into the program RasMol, a 
three-dimensional molecular graphics viewer invented by the 
University of Edinburgh, in the United Kingdom, in 1989 [5].  
Once in RasMol, residues can be viewed in various represen-
tations: wireframe, spacefill, alpha-carbon backbone, strands, 
and ribbons, and Richardson-style cartoons.  Scripts can also 
be utilized to color-code the residues according to the lettering 
in the local alphabets: “ehl2’, based on the dssp script, was the 
most basic one, in which probable helices were colored pink, 
probable sheets yellow, and unknown or unstructured coils 
were colored gray.  Other scripts included the “near”, “buri-
al”, “conserved”, and “rr”.  The “rr” script, which identified 
residues that were most likely to be in close proximity, was 
one of the tools added for this season of CASP.
 Using the scripts, several analyses could be per-
formed on the initial PDB output of Undertaker.  Most signifi-
cant were the sheet constraints, an added feature to the CASP7 
protocol.  Often, Undertaker would produce sheets whose beta 
sheets were out of phase, meaning that the individual strands 
would buckle or twist in order for the appropriate hydrogen 
bond donors and acceptors to line up, as these would alternate 
on either side of the strand.  The appropriate alignments could 
generally be derived by viewing the protein in cartoon rep-
resentation, with selected residues of the strands in question 
shown in spacefill, then changing the specifications regarding 
the span of the strands and the first hydrogen-bond forming 
residue.  In addition, sheets that were too short would often 
result in the formation of a helix, instead of a turn, whereas 
sheets that were too long would leave fewer than three resi-
dues for the hairpin turn and subsequently cause a break in 
the chain.  By comparing the local structure alphabets such as 
N_SEP and O_SEP, as well as observing which residues were 



identified as having which secondary structures using the “ehl2” script, 
it was possible to derive conclusions as to what the appropriate second-
ary structure of these residues were.  The “ehl2” script was also useful 
in identifying how probable helices were, as often breaks were caused 
when a helix formed when it was not supposed to.
 Another frequent problem with the initial alignment was in 
the placement of exposed and buried residues.  Often, residues predict-
ed be exposed by the near script were actually packed tightly against 
other regions of the protein, and likewise vice versa.  For the buried 
regions, pockets of exposed residues that were predicted to be buried 
could often be brought closer together by selecting carbon beta atoms 
protruding from the backbone and including distance constraints for 
Undertaker to consider when generating future models.  The same 
procedure could be used to identify and pack together certain residues 
whose R-groups should be in close proximity as indicated by the near 
script.  However, this method would sometimes close the distance by 
rotating the molecule in the other direction, distorting the chain or pos-
sibly an entire subdomain of the protein.  In these cases, ProteinShop 
was used to manually manipulate the orientation of a particular subdo-
main with the respect to the rest of the protein; this was a method that 
was novel to CASP7 [6].
 Oftentimes, a full-length alignment with enough sequence 
identity was difficult to find.  By examining the similarities and differ-
ences between the top alignments in the superimposed PDB file gen-
erated by a superimpose Undertaker script, portions of the sequence 
which were similar to a particular subdomain could be identified.  
These sequences could be isolated in their own file, after which the 
hidden Markov Models and the Undertaker algorithm would generate 
a new PDB file pertaining only to that portion of the sequences.  These 
subdomains were then assembled into a complete model by cutting and 
pasting the coordinates from all the PDB files.
2.3 Polishing
 When a reasonably acceptable model was produced, or in 
some cases, in which there would be a relatively high sequence iden-
tity between the sequence and the templates (>60%, known as com-
parative modeling), a procedure was enacted that was referred to as 
polishing.  This meant rerunning the Undertaker algorithm, but with 
slight changes to the parameters entered into its cost function.  The 
most important ones were the dry weights, which would increase the 
packing of the protein so that more atoms would be fit into a sphere of 
a particular radius.  The weight on sidechains, breaks, and soft clashes 
were also increased, to increase the packing of the sidechains, to pre-
serve the continuity of the backbone, and to prevent the electron shells 
of the atoms from clashing into each other.  Unlike previous CASPs, 
these optimizations were typically generated by running the PDB file 
through GROMACS, a package for molecular simulation and trajec-
tory analysis [7].  GROMACS optimized models were typically much 
more favored according to the Rosetta server, as they minimized clash-
es and breaks.  These generally did not score as well with according to 
Undertaker’s cost function; however, the skewed torsion angle of the 
backbone and the orientation of the peptide’s R-group were typically 
corrected by raising the weight on these values in Undertaker’s cost 
function.  Additional modifications to the cost function typically in-
cluded turning off the “maybe_ssbond” cost, if there were no cysteine 
residues in proximity, and turning off the “maybe_metal” cost, given 
the absence of a cluster of cysteines or histidines.
 In instances when there was a high sequence identity between 
the target sequence and the templates, the secondary structure and fold 
of the first model generated by Undertaker would be identical to those 

models that came from the Hidden Markov Models.  In such 
cases, restricting the sequence alignment to a single source 
alignment was necessary to create slightly different orienta-
tions or coil orientations.  

3. Results and Conclusions
 In general, when comparing our submissions to the 
fifty-eight targets whose structures have been released, the 
models that were generated by the hand modification proce-
dure performed slightly better than those automatically gener-
ated by the server.  However, our automated SAM-T06 server 
did much worse than the server predictions submitted by other 
teams, and the hand modifications were not enough to com-
pensate for this.
 One principle drawback to our methods was the fail-
ure of our cost function, by which we scored the accuracy of 
various models, to represent the flaws in both our models and 
those of other servers.  The top scoring server in the CASP7 
competition, the Zhang server, produced models that were ac-
cessible to us during the time of the competition.  However, 
we generally failed to recognize the accuracy of these models, 
as they were rated as inferior according to Undertaker’s cost 
function.  This was true of many other server models.  
 The flaws in our cost functions also led to many other 
mistakes: often, a more accurate model we had generated was 
discarded in favor of a less accurate one; the majority of these 
decisions were, in cases in which there was a fairly high se-
quence identity (40% or more), based upon the scores indi-
cated by our cost function.  

4. Future Work
 Because the main flaws in our protocol were due to 
the failure of the Undertaker cost function to adequately select 
the best model, the main focus of future work is to improve 
this cost function so that it focuses less on local details and 
more on the overall arrangement of the backbone.  The main 
focus of this is to include an extra cost for burial, as this is the 
key means by which Undertaker identifies the relative loca-
tion of the residues of the backbone in space.
 Further analyses need to be run to analyze the ac-
curacy of models that have been optimized by GROMACS in 
comparison to our own models, and whether running GRO-
MACS-optimized models through polishing runs in Under-
taker improves them.
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